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Summary of my meeting with President Dorticos^ Premier Castro

and Foreign Minister Roa in Havana,, October 30, 1962.

Also Present: Ambassador Omar Loutfi, Dr. Tavares de Sa,

Major General Rikhye

I asked Premier Castro whether the presence of General Rikhye

at the meeting was acceptable, and no objections were raised. I

thanked Premier Castro and his Government for their invitation to

me and expressed my assurance that the conversations which would

be held today and tomorrow would be most fruitful and would be a

great contribution to finding a solution to the current explosive

problem. Premier Castro assured me that he was ready to hold

conversations with me at anytime and for any length of time that

I would find necessary.

I summarised the events that brought me there,, making special

mention that this was originally a request made by the 45 non-

aligned nations which were also present at the conferences of

Bandoeng and Belgrade. Also the appeals made to the three powers:

Chairman Khrushchev to suspend the shipments of arms to Cuba,,

President Kennedy to suspend the blockade of Cuba., and to Premier

•Castro to suspend the construction of missile sites for two or

three weeks for the time necessary to negotiate. There was a

second appeal to Chairman Khrushchev and President Kennedy to

avoid direct confrontation as news reached me that Soviet ships

were nearing the blockade line. That same day I wrote to Premier



Castro., accepting the invitation to come to Cuba. Since then

there had been a number of communications between the powers

involved, the substance of which is common knowledge. The problem

as seen by me had two parts; an immediate problem and a long-term

one. The purpose of the present negotiations was concerned with

the former. Several factors were involved. Chairman Khruslichev

had instructed his ships to stay away from the blockade line,

and President Kennedy had replied that the United States was

prepared to avoid direct confrontation if no arms were being

carried on these ships. The two powers had agreed on the following:

for two to three weeks no arms would be shipped to Cuba by the

Soviet Union, and the United States, for the same period, would

not impose its quarantine. However, the United States wanted to

be certain that there would be no arms shipped into Cuba, and wanted

a U.N. machinery to be set up for this purpose for the two or three

weeks in question. This was not acceptable to the Soviet Union,

which yesterday countered by saying that it would agree to

verification by the Red Cross.

The Red Cross, on being consulted at Geneva over the phone,

agreed to do this, either on the high sea or at the port of landing,

but only if the Cuban Government found the latter solution agreeable

I re-stated that I was not partial to one or the other

solution, but that I wished to assure the Cuban Government that

the Red Cross involvement accepted by the Soviet Union and the

United States would only be practicable if all due regard was given

to the sovereignty of Cuba. This I had stated to the three powers

concerned. Then I came to my first point that it would help my



work to know the attitude of the Cuban Government towards the

idea of a Red Cross verification for a period of two to three weeks.

I was then told by Premier Castro that he would rather hear

all my points first and then reply to them one by one.

I then went on to say that the United States Government had

expressed a greater concern over the construction of launching pads

rather than over shipments of arms to Cuba. These launching pads,

in fact, were their main concern. As was known from public state-

ment s^ Chairman Khrushchev replied on Sunday that he had instructed

Soviet technicians to dismantle all missiles and ship them back to

the Soviet Union. Chairman Khrushchev did not object to the U.N.

being asked to send an observation team to certify such dismantling.

I stated that I had replied to the Soviet Union, that before such a

U.N. team could be sent, the most important point had to be sett led',

namely that the Cuban Government must give its prior consent. No

action could be taken that would infringe on the sovereignty of the

Cuban people and its Government. There was one area of agreement

between the Soviet Union and the United States, and that was if the

pads were dismantled,, tensions would be greatly eased. Through me,

I said, the United States wanted to reach an interim arrangement to

last while the dismantling was underway. Moscow was asked yesterday

for an estimate of how long this would take, but no reply had as yet

been received. The United States wanted this interim arrangement

to be verified by the U.N., but as always subject to the Cuban

Government's acceptance. I appealed to Premier Castro to give

his agreement.



It was not possible to know exeactly how long the dismantling

would take. Perhaps one or two weeks or even more. If Cuba agreed,

then I suggested a U.N. observer team made up of persons acceptable

to the Cuban Government. The second alternative was that the dis-

mantling be verified by a U.N. aerial reconnaissance plane., manned

by a crew of acceptable nationals. Perhaps even with the partici-

pation of a representative each of the three powers involved., on

board. The United States Government had stated that as soon as such

a plan was implemented, it would make a public declaration, and also

a statement at the Security Council, if necessary, to the effect

that they would not undertake aggression against Cuba and that they

would guarantee Cuba's territorial integrity. Yesterday, I asked

the United States to lift the blockade for the time r would need to

appeal to Cuba, and while I was down there for negotiations. This,

as was made public that morning, was granted by the United States

for 48 hours. As premier Castro knew, and as had been said in the

Security Council, a blockade is a very uniijsual action except in

times of war. The 45 non-aligned countries shared this view

and the U.A.R. and Ghana said so in the Security Council.

The immediate problem today was the U.N. verification.

The Security Council had not authorised me to negotiate on long-

term problems. These must be taken up at a later date by the

powers involved.

Premier Castro asked whether I considered that the request

of dismantling the launching pads in Cuba was based on right or

on a position of force. I answered that in my view, it was not



based on right, but on apprehension. Castro said he saw no

reason for this request as Cuba always acted in strict conformity

with international law and committed no aggression against anybody,

while it was victim first of a blockade, which is an illegal act,

and, secondly, of the pretense by a foreign power to determine

what Cuba had or had not the right to do within its national

borders, while Cuba was a state as sovereign as any other with all

attributes sovereignty implies. On the other hand, the United

States frequently violated international law - Cuban airspace -

and was instrumental in aggression against Cuba. To pretend to

justify this by an agreement with the O.A.S. had no value for

Cuba, the more so as Cuba had been expelled from the O.A.S.

Premier Castro stressed that, while Cuba would accept anything

within the limits of international law, that would imply no

maiming of its sovereign rights, it would not accept any imposition

by force. Inspection was intended to humiliate the Cuban State

and it would not accept it. This was Cuba's permanent position,

included in the statement made by the Cuban Government against

joint resolution of the United States Government. Premier Castro

quoted a page from that statement to the effect that his govern-

ment bought arms to defend their country and that they would never

cede their sovereign rights to a foreign country; the same view

being expressed by President Dorticos in the U.N. and in many

public statements of Premier Castro. Cuba took measures to defend

its security against a systematic policy of hostility and

aggression and would firmly abide by its decision to defend its



sovereign right.

Premier Castro stressed that Cuba was ready to negotiate

with sincerity, provided its honour was respected,, which would not

be the case if negotiations would infringe on its sovereign rights.

To uphold its sovereign rights Cuba was ready to pay any price,

and these were no mere words.

I expressed my appreciation of the feelings of Premier

Castro. I explained that was why I made it clear to the United

States and other countries that any U.N. action on Cuban territory

could only be undertaken with the consent of the people and the

Government of Cuba. For this, and for peace, which all the world

wants, I had told the 45 non-aligned countries that I could only

agree to come to Cuba if free of all prior commitments. Some

press reports of last night and that morning said that I was in

Cuba to arrange for the presence of a U.N. team there. This was

entirely wrong, and would constitute an infringement of Cuban

sovereignty. I said I had come to Cuba to present the point of

view of the other sides on the problem and explore the possibilities

for finding a peaceful solution, and also the points of view of the

45 countries, all of which knew what was legal and what was not.

But they had asked me to come here for the sake of world peace

and perhaps to find a solution for an interim period of one or

two weeks. I told Paemier Castro that my conscience on this

matter was clear. U.N. action could be undertaken in territories

of a member state only with the consent of the government concerned.



I then went on to quote the cases of Laos,, Egypt and Lebanon, where

situations had developed that greatly endangered world peace and

where the U.N. presence was established only at the request of

their respective governments. In the case of Egypt, even now

the U.N. was there., but with the consent of its Government.

Premier Castro added the Congo to the list., while mentioning

that the Government that made the request existed no longer, to

which I replied that the present Government which accepted the

U.N. presence was recognised by the majority of member states.

Premier Castro stressed that the Cuban Government had great

esteem for me personally and my noble mission, and never doubted

either my good faith or my desire to find just and equitable

solutions. Yet, he pointed out that, while the interest of

everybody was to have peace, the road to it was not one of

sacrificing the legitimate rights of the people and violating

them; this way leads to war. The way to peace was the guarantee

and observance of legitimate rights and the resistance of the

peoples against such violations. He pointed out that all the

cases mentioned, Laos, UAR, Lebanon and Congo proceeded from

the same origin, to wit, aggression against legitimate rights

of the peoples. The way that led to world war two was the

Anschluss of Austria and the dissolution of Czechoslovakia

from which German imperialism was not being resisted. Cuba

fully knows the ways of aggressors and guesses the ways the

United States wishes to follow against Cuba. Hence, it could



understand how one might speak of immediate solutions separately

from future perspectives. Cuba's interest was not to buy peace

now at any price, but to have it secured forever, and not to pay

daily for short-lived peace. Cuba was no Austria, nor a

Sudetenland, nor a Congo. It would defend its rights against any

encroachments and any dangers, and this the Secretary-General

should firmly realise to succeed in his mission or at least to

be fully informed of the present state of things.

I expressed full appreciation of the feelings and points of

view of Premier Castro. Yet, I wished to come back on the matter

of immediate and long-term solutions. The Security Council had

only authorised me to find the immediate solution that would give

guarantees for peace in this area. I understood that the immediate

and long-term solutions are closely linked together, but the

latter should be sought in the context of the present situation.

I added that I was well aware that it was very difficult in

practice to separate the two. I expressed the belief that if

an immediate solution was found, it would lead to a permanent

solution. As for what Premier Castro had said on Laos and the

other countries, I said I agreed with Premier Castro, but I

wished to say also that the presence of the U.N. in those countries

was meant as a deterrent to aggression from outside, and urged

him to consider the possibility that the presence of the U.N.

in Cuba for a period of about three weeks would effectively deter

aggression. I had the feeling that for the present, and for quite

some time to come, one of the U.W.'s major roles in certain

countries would be to deter aggression.



President Dorticos joined in Premier Castro's praise of the

Secretary-General's noble mission,, which is to seek the ways to

guarantee peace in periods of crisis. He said,, however, that the

main point was to determine the causes that would preceed aggression^

whether from the presence of arms in Cuba or from aggressive

intentions from the United States. It seemed evident that the

danger of wan was created by intentions of aggression while

the presence of arms in Cuba or elsewhere would not generate a

war. Then why was inspection needed to guarantee peace? For

that purpose it would be enough if the United States pledged,

under U.N. auspices, not to attack Cuba. Thus, as Castro had

said, the long-term solution was utterly linked with the short-

term solution of the crisis. Premier Castro had said that a

U.N. presence in Cuba for inspection purposes was not admissible,

but anyway, that would only guarantee a two weeks truce after

which the danger would re-appear as long as the condition of

danger, namely the U.S. aggressive intentions against Cuba, would

remain unaltered. The statement of the five points made by Cuba

on October 28 would solve both short and long-term problems, and

constitute a basis for peace. The discussion of these five points

would not only lead to a long-term solution, but the discussion

of the present crisis at the same time would serve as a guarantee

for lasting peace. It would do away with the danger of war.

I thanked the President and the Premier, and expressed my

agreement with the concept that the solution reached for short-term



agreements must lead to negotiations for long-term agreements.

But from the point of view of the U.N., and I believe all 110

member states would agree with me, that what was sought by the

Security Council^ through me, was to provide a way that would

help achieve a long-term solution. But as of this moment,, the

U.N. or the Security Council could agree on a concrete solution for

a long-term peace. It would be best for the three powers and for

the world community if a long-term solution was found^ but I believed

it was difficult for the U.N. to achieve this now.

Premier Castro : it seemed clear that if the short-term

solution the Secretary-General mentioned would not be obtained,,

it would be simply because the U.S. did not want it and insisted

on asking for inspection only to humiliate Cuba. They asked for

a unilateral security; it should suffice that the U.S.S.R. decided

to withdraw strategic arms which had been brought here for the

defence of the Cuban Republic. The Cuban Government had raised

no obstacles to withdrawal of those arms. The decision of the

U.S.S.R. was one which was stated publicly and had its wide

repercussions in world public opinion. The United States knew

full well that the U.S.S.R. had taken this decision in all

earnestness and that strategic arms were effectively being withdrawn.

If the U.S. wanted something more., it was meant to humiliate Cuba

but this they would never achieve. Cuba could not accept impositions

which were suitable for vanquished countries alone. We never

hesitated a minute in our decision to defend our rights and

nobody shall ever be able to impose humiliating conditions upon



I)'

us because before succeeding they would have to annihilate all

of us first.

I referred again to the United States public statement

that it had agreed to commit no aggression and that it would

guarantee the territorial integrity of Cuba once the missile

bases had been dismantled and removed. In my opinion there was

no fundamental disagreement. As I had said earlier, the action

of the U.N. would infringe the sovereignty of a member state if

consent were not granted previously. If in this case Cuba did

not agree, then my duty was to report back. It was not my

intention to make impositions on Cuba. My duty was to explore

the ways and means of finding a peaceful solution without

bloodshed. I could only keep in mind what had been said., and

return and report to all concerned. I said that I thought the

meeting had been most useful,, and if Premier Castro agreed, he

hoped to meet again with him. In the meantime,, Br would think

of the points raised by the President and the Prime Minister.

Premier Castro: I should like to sum up the situation.

"We have., referring to inspection of the Soviet vessels by the

International Red Cross, pointed out that we were opposed to their

inspection in our ports. But if the U.S.S.R. is permitting the

international Red Cross to inspect its vessels on high seas,

what point was there to have them inspected once more by the

same international Red Cross upon arrival in Cuban ports? My

other point is this: the Secretary-General seems to focus his

attention and ours on the public pledge to be made by the United



States at the U.N. not to invade Cuba. To this I should answer

the following: first,, the United States has no right to invade

Cuba. To do so would be a crime. How is one supposed to start

negotiations on the basis of a promise not to commit a crime?

We certainly would have more confidence in our will to defend

ourselves than in words uttered by the United States.

But if, as I understand it from the Secretary-General., the

U.R. attaches such a high importance to a public statement made

by the United States not to invade 'Cuba, why does it not attach

equal importance to a public statement made by the U.S.S.R. to

withdraw strategic arms sent to us for Cuban deference? We

have before us two public statements, two pledges, why is it

that the pledge of the United States does not call for additional

guarantees while the identical pledge from the U.S.S.R. should

call for additional guarantees for inspection?

Allow me to add that we are ready to meet you whenever you

wish. Your time will be our time.

I answered to clarify the first point, saying that when the

U.S.S.R. stated that it was prepared to agree to Red Cross inspection

on the high seas, the Secretary-General informed the Red Cross

of this, and they answered that they would do so but that the

acceptance of that role was only tentative. The Red Cross has

a Governing Body which must meet and discuss this matter. What

the Red Cross did say was that verification would be easier for them



at the port of landing of the Soviet vessels. It was a tentative

suggestion and not a final one. I concluded by stating that I

was very glad to have had this meeting. Then I suggested that

another meeting should take place at 10 A.M. the next morning

and I would like to be present there without my colleagues.,

for a more free and frank exchange of views.

It was agreed.



Summary of my meeting with President Dorticos, Premier Castro

and Foreign Minister Roa in Havana, October 30* 1962.

Also Present: Ambassador Omar Loutfij, Dr. Tavares de Sa,

Major General Rikhye

I asked Premier Castro whether the presence of General Rikhye

at the meeting was acceptable, and no objections were raised. I

thanked Premier Castro and his Government for their invitation to

me and expressed my assurance that the conversations which would

toe held today and tomorrow would be most fruitful and would be a

great contribution to finding a solution to the current explosive

problem. Premier Castro assured me that he was ready to hold

conversations with me at anytime and for any length of time that

I would find necessary.

I summarised the events that brought me there, making special

mention that this tsras originally a request made by the 45 non-

aligned nations which were also present at the conferences of

Bandoeng and Belgrade. Also the appeals made to the three powers:

Chairman Khrushchev to suspend the shipments of arms to Cuba,

President Kennedy to suspend the blockade of Guba^ and to Premier

Castro to suspend the construction of missile sites for two or

three weeks for the time necessary to negotiate. There was a

second appeal to Chairman Khrushchev and President Kennedy to

avoid direct confrontation as news reached me that Soviet ships

were nearing the blockade line. That same day I wrote to Premier



Castro, accepting the invitation to come to Cuba. Since then

there had been a number of communications "between the powers

involved* the substance of which is common knowledge. The problem

as seen by me had two parts; an immediate problem and a long-term

one. The purpose of the present negotiations was concerned with

the former. Several factors were involved. Chairman Khrushchev

had instructed his ships to stay away from the blockade line,

and President Kennedy had replied that the United States was

prepared to avoid direct confrontation if no arms were bteing

carried on these ships. The two powers had agreed on the following?

for two to three weeks no arms would be shipped to Cuba by the

Soviet Union, and the United States., for the same period, would

not impose its quarantine. However, the United States wanted to

be certain that there would be no arms shipped into Cuba, and wanted

a U.N. machinery to be set up for this purpose for the two or three

weeks in question. This was not acceptable to the Soviet Union,

which yesterday countered by saying that it would agree to

verification by the Red Cross.

The Red Cross, on being consulted at Geneva over the phone3

agreed to do this, either on the high sea or at the port of landing,

but only if the Cuban Government found the latter solution agreeable

I re-stated that 1 was not partial to one or the other

solution, but that I wished to assure the Cuban Government that

the Red Cross involvement accepted by the Soviet Union and the

United States would only be practicable if all due regard was given

to the sovereignty of Cuba. This I had stated to the three powers

concerned. Then I came to my first point that it would help my



work to know the attitude of the Cuban Government towards the

idea of a Red Cross verification for a period of two to three weeks.

I was then told by Premier Castro that he would rather hear

all my points first and then reply to them one by one.

I then went on to say that the United States Government had

expressed a greater concern over the construction of launching pads

rather than over shipments of arms to Cuba. These launching pads,

in fact, were their main concern. As was known from public state-

ments,, Chairman Khrushchev replied on Sunday that he had instructed

Soviet technicians to dismantle all missiles and ship them back to

the Soviet Union. Chairman Khrushchev did not object to the U,£J.

being asked to send an observation team to certify such dismantling.

I stated that I had replied to the Soviet Union, that before such a

U,N. team could be sent, the most important point had to be settled,;

namely that the Cuban Government must give its prior consent. No

action could be taken that would infringe on the sovereignty of the

Cuban people and its Government. There was one area of agreement

between the Soviet Union and the United States, and that was if the

pads were dismantled., tensions would be greatly eased. Through me,

I saidj the United States wanted to reach an interim arrangement to

last while the dismantling was underway. Moscow was asked yesterday

for an estimate of how long this would take,, but no reply had as yet

been received, The United States wanted this interim arrangement

to be verified by the U.K., but as always subject to the Cuban

Government's acceptance. I appealed to Premier Castro to give

his agreement.



It was not possible to know exeaetly how long the dismantling

would take. Perhaps one or two weeks or even more. If Cuba agreed5

then I suggested a TI.N, observer team made up of persons acceptable

to the Cuban Government. The second alternative was that the dis-

mantling be verified by a tJ.H» aerial reconnaissance planea manned

by a crew of acceptable nationals. Perhaps even with the partici-

pation of a representative each of the three powers involved9 on

board. The United States Government had stated that as soon as such

a plan was implemented,, it would make a public declaration,, and also

a statement at the Security Council., if necessary, to the effect

that they would not undertake aggression against Cuba and that they

would guarantee Cuba's territorial integrity. Yesterday,, I asked

the United States to lift the blockade for the time I would need to

appeal to Cuba, and while I was down there for negotiations. This,

as was made public that morning, waa granted by the United States

for 48 hours. As premier Castro knew, and as had been said in the

Security Council, a blockade is a very unusual action except in

times of war. The 45 non-aligned countries shared this view

and the 0.A.R. and Ghana said so in the Security Council.

The immediate problem today was the TjLN. verification.

The Security Council had not authorised me to negotiate on long-

term problems. These must be taken up at a later date by the

powers involved,

Premier Castro asked whether I considered that the request

of dismantling the launching pads in Cuba was based on right or

on a position of force. I answered that in my views it was not



based oft fight3 but on apprehension. Castro said he saw no

reason for this request as Cuba always acted in strict conformity

with international law and committed no aggression against anybody,

while it was victim first of a blockade, which is an illegal act,

and, secondly, of the pretense by a foreign power to determine

what Cuba had or had not the right to do within its national

borders* while Cuba was a state as sovereign as any other with all

attributes sovereignty implies. On the other hand, the United

States frequently violated international law - Cuban airspace -

and was instrumental in aggression against Cuba. To pretend to

justify this by an agreement with the O.A.S. had no value for

Cuba, the more so as Cuba had been expelled from the O.A.S.

Premier Castro stressed that., while Cuba would accept anything

within the limits of international law., that would imply no

maiming of its sovereign rights, it would not accept any imposition

by force. Inspection was intended to humiliate the Cuban State

and it would not acoept it. This was Cuba's permanent position,

included in the statement made by the Cuban Government against

joint resolution of the United States Government. Premier Castro

quoted a page from that statement to the effect that his govern-

ment bought arms to defend their country and that they would never

cede their sovereign rights to a foreign countryj the same view

being expressed by President Dorticos in the U.N. and in many

public statements of Premier Castro, Cuba took measures to defend

its security against a systematic policy of hostility and

aggression and would firmly abide by its decision to defend its



sovereign right.

premier Castro stressed that Cuba was ready to negotiate

with sincerity, provided its honour was respected,, which would not

be the case if negotiations would infringe on its sovereign rights.

To mphold its sovereign rights Cuba was ready to pay any price,

and these were no mere words.

I expressed my appreciation of the feelings of Premier

Castro. I explained that was why 1 made it clear to the United

States and other countries that any 0.N. action on Cuban territory

could only be undertaken with the consent of the people and the

Government of Cuba. For this, and for peace, which all the world

wants* l<i had told the 45 non-aligned countries that I could only

agree to come to Cuba if free of all prior commitments. Some

press reports of last night and that morning said that I was in

.Cuba to arrange for the presence of a U.N. team there. This was

Entirely wrong,, and would constitute an infringement of Cuban

sovereignty, 1 said I had come to Cuba to present the point of

view of the other aides on the problem and explore the possibilities

for finding a peaceful solution, and also the points of view of the

*J-5 countries, all of which knew what was legal and what was not.

But they had asked me to come here for the sake of world peace

and perhaps to find a solution for an interim period of one or

two weeks, I told Premier Castro that my conscience on this

matter was clear. U.H. action could be undertaken in territories

of a member state only with the consent of the government concerned.



I then went on to quote the cases of Laos5 Egypt and Lebanon, where

situations had developed that greatly endangered world peace and

where the Ur*H. presence was established only at the request of

their respective governments. In the case of Egypt;, even now

the U.H* was there,, but with the consent of its Government,

Premier Castro added the Congo to the list, while mentioning

that the Government that made the request existed no longer,, to

which X replied that the present Government ifhieh accepted the

tf.KT. presence was recognised by the majority of member states.

Premier Castro stressed that the Cuban Governuunt had great

esteem for me personally and my noble mission, and never doubted

either my good faith or my desire to find just and equitable

solutions. Yet, he pointed out that,, while the interest of

everybody was to have peace, the road to it was not one of

sacrificing the legitimate rights of the people and violating

themi this way leads to war. The way to peace was the guarantee

and observance of legitimate rights and the resistance of the

peoples against such violations. He pointed out that all the

cases mentioned, Laos5 UAB, Lebanon and Congo proceeded from

the same origin, to wit, aggression against legitimate rights'

of the peoples. The way that led to world war two was the

Anschluss of Austria and the dissolution of Czechoslovakia

from which German imperialism was not being resisted. Cuba

fully Knows the ways of aggressors and guesses the ways the

United States wishes to follow against Cuba. Hence, it could



understand how one might speak of immediate solutions separately

frota future perspectives. Cuba's interest was not to buy peace

now at any price, but to have it secured forever, and not to pay

daily for short-lived peace, Cuba was no Austria^ nor a

Sadestenland,, nor a Congo, It would defend its rights against any

encroachments and any dangers, and this the Secretary-General

should firmly realise to succeed in his mission or at least to

be fully informed of the present state of things.

I expressed full appreciation of the feelings and points of

view of Premier Castro. Yet,, I wished to come back on the matter

of immediate and long-term solutions. The Security Council had

only authorised me to find the immediate solution that would give

guarantees for peace in this area. I understood that the immediate

and long-term solutions are closely linked together, but the

latter should be sought in the context of the present situation.

I added that I was well aware that it was very difficult in

practice to separate the two. ill expressed the belief that if

an immediate solution was found, it would lead to a permanent

solution. As for what Premier Castro had said on Laos and the

other countries, I said I agreed with Premier Castro, but I

wished to say also that the presence of the U.K. in those countries

was meant as a deterrent to aggression from outside, and urged

him to consider the possibility that the presence of the U.N.

in Cuba for a period of about three weeks would effectively deter

aggression. I had the feeling that for the present,, and for quite

some time to fcome,, one of the tJ,N.'s major roles in certain

countries would be to deter aggression.



President Dorticos joined in Premier Castro's praise of the

Secre^ar^General's noble mission, which is to seek the ways to

guarantee peace in periods of crisis. He said, however, that the

main point was to determine the causes that would preceed aggression,

whether from the presence of arms in Cuba or from aggressive

intentions from the United States. It seemed evident that the

danger of war was created by intentions of aggression while

the presence of arms in Cuba or elsewhere would not generate a

war« Then why was inspection needed to guarantee peace? For

that purpose it would toe enough if the United States pledged.,

under U.U. auspices,, not to attack Cuba. Thus* as Castro had

Said, the long-term solution was utterly linked with the ghort-

terra solution of the crisis. Premier Castro had said that a

U.H. presence in Cuba for inspection purposes was not admissible,

but anyway., that would only guarantee a two weeks truce after

which the danger would re-appear as long as the condition of

danger, namely the U.S, aggressive intentions against Cubas would

remain unaltered. The statement of the five points made by Cuba

on October 28 would solve both short and long-term problems, and

constitute a basis for peace. The discussion of these five points

would not only lead to a long-term solution^ but the discussion

of the present crisis at the same time would serve as a guarantee

for lasting peace. It would do away with the danger of war.

I thanked the President and the Premier, and expressed my

agreement with the concept that tha solution reached for short-term



agreements must lead to negotiations for long-term agreements

But from the point of view of the U.N., and I believe all 110

member states would agree with me, that what was sought by the

Security Councils through me* was to provide a way that would

help achieve a long-term solution. But as of this moment., the

U.H. or the Security Council could agree on a concrete solution for

a long-term peace, It would be best for the three powers and for

the world community if a long-term solution was found, 'but I believed

it was difficult for the U.H. to achieve this now.

Premier Castro ; it seemed clear that if the short-term

solution the Secretary-General mentioned would not be obtained,

it would be simply because the U.S. did not want it and insisted

on asking for inspection only to humiliate Cuba. They asked for

a unilateral security^ it should suffice that the U.S.S.R. decided

to withdraw strategic arms which had been brought here for the

defence of the Cuban Republic, The Cuban Government had raised

no obstacles to withdrawal of those arms. The decision of the

0,8*8*8, was one which was stated publicly and had its wide

repercussions in world public opinion. The United States knew

full well that the U.S.S.R. ha<3 taken this decision in all

earnestness and that strategic arms were effectively being withdrawn.

If the U.S. wanted something more, it was meant to humiliate Cuba

but this they would never achieve. Cuba could not accept impositions

which were suitable for vanquished countries alone. We never

hesitated a minute in our decision to defend our rights and

nobody shall ever be able to impose humiliating conditions upon



us "because before succeeding they would have to annihilate all

of us first,

I referred again to the United State's public statement

that it had agreed to coafflit no aggression and that it would

guarantee the territorial integrity of Cuba once the missile

bases had been dismantled.and removed. In my opinion there was

no fundamental disagreement. As X had said earlier., the action

of the U>N« would infringe the sovereignty of a member state if

consent were not granted previously. If in this case Cuba did

not agree, then iay duty was to report back. It was not my

intention to make impositions on Cuba. My duty was to explore

the ways and means of finding a peaceful solution without

bloodshed. I could only keep in mind what had been said, and

return and report to all concerned. I said that I thought the

meeting had been most useful, and if Premier Castro agreed, he

hoped to meet again with him. In the meantime^ Î iould think

of the points raised by the President and the Prime Minister.

Premier Castro: I should like to sum up the situation.

Isfe have, referring to inspection of the Soviet vessels by the

International Red Crossf pointed out that we were opposed to their

inspection in our ports. But if the tf.S.S.R. is permitting the

international Red Cross to inspect its vessels on high seas}

what point was there to have them inspected once more by the

same international Red Cross upon arrival in Cuban ports? My

other point is this; the Secretary-General seems to focus his

attention and ours on the public pledge to be made by the United



States at the U.M". not to invade Cuba. To this I should answer

the following: first, the United States has no right to invade

Cuba. To do so would be a crime, How is one supposed to start

negotiations on the basis of a promise not to coraaait a crime?

We certainly would have more confidence in our will to defend

ourselves than in words uttered by the United States.

But if, as I understand it from the Secretary-General,the

ti,H. attaches such a high importance to a public statement made

toy the United States not to invade Cuba,, why does it not attach

equal importance to a public statement made by the tt.S.S.H. to

withdraw strategic arms sent to us for Cuban deference? We

have before us two public statemente» two pledges, why is it

that the pledge of the United States does not call for additional

guarantees while the identical pledge from the U.S.S-R. should

call for additional guarantees for inspection?

Allow me to add that we are ready to meet you whenever you

wish. Tour time will be our time,

I answered to clarify the first pointa saying that when the

U.S.S.B, stated that it was prepared to agree to Red Cross inspection

on the high seas, the Secretary-General informed the Red Cross

of this, and they answered that they would do so but that the

acceptance of that role was only tentative. The Red Cross has

a Governing Body which must meet and discuss this matter. What

the Red Cross did say was that verification would be easier for them



at the pert of landing of the Soviet vessels. It was a tentative

suggestion and not a final one. I concluded by stating that I

was very glad to have had this meeting. Then I suggested that

another meeting should take place at 10 A.M. the next morning

and I would like to be present there without my colleagues,

for a more free and frank exchange of views.

It was agreed.



Summary of my meeting with President Porticos., Premier Castro

of Cuba and Foreign Minister Roa in 10:00 A.M., October 31, 1Q62

I referred to Chairman Chrushchevfs assurance on Sunday to

President Kennedy regarding the dismantling and withdrawal of

installations and missiles from Cuba and his assurance that he

would invite a 0.H. inspection team to verify these activities.

I asked the Prime Minister if he had any reaction on Chairman

Khrushchev's proposal*

The Prime Minister replied that Chairman Khrushchev could not

legitimately make such a guarantee regarding installations on

Cuban territory. The Prime Minister said that such an assurance

could be given only by the Cuban Government and by nobody else.

He told me that he had already conveyed this position to the

Government of the Soviet tfnion,

1 stressed the need to strengthen the U.M. and observed

that the present situation should be a test-case for strengthening

the world organisation which is the best means of ensuring peace.

While I did not wish to enter into a dialogue regarding the Soviet

and Cuban positions on the admission of inspection teams on Cuban

soil, I appealed to the Prime Minister to reconsider his position

not only for the sake of the ff.N.a but also for the sake of future

Soviet-Cuban relations and Soviet-United States relations, which

are extremely important for the peace of the area.



The Prime Minister informed me that he had already included

his observations on Cuban sovereignty and the lack of competence

of any outside power to take any inspection measures in Cuba, in

his broadcast speech proposed to be delivered on Thursday night.

He informed me that in his speech he proposed to tell the Soviet

Union that if the latter intended to go ahead with Chairman

Khrushchev's proposal to invite tJ.N. inspection teams in Cuba.,

he would counter with a proposal that the U.N. inspection teams

should operate outside Cuban territorial waters.

I told the frime Minister that such counter proposals would

not serve any useful purpose* but would even create new and

difficult problemst and requested him not to include this idea in

the proposed broadcast speech.

The Prime Minister agreed that he would withdraw this portion

of his speech from the prepared text.

X thanked him for this kind gesture and brought up the matter

of a next Security Council meeting, and I asked the Prime Minister

if he had any idea about the timing of the next Security Council

meeting when he (U Thant) had to submit his report on the result

of his mediating efforts.

The Prime Minister suggested that Wednesday the 7th of

November would be suitable.

I Jokingly agreed since the United States elections would

take place on November 6, and the Prime Minister laughed.



I requested the Prime Minister to see that the latter*s

broadcast speech on Thursday night should be conciliatory in

tone3 and that in my humble opinion, the Prime Minister should

not deal with very contentious problems. I also told him that

in such a moment of crisis-, the human factor is most important

and the public statements of leaders of men should be free of

violent diatribes and biting attacks. I apologised to the

Prime Minister for having ventured such a suggestion. I even

wondered if the Prime Minister could not postpone the projected

broadcast speech until such time as the situation progressed

satisfactorily.

The Prime Minister replied that originally he was to broad-

cast the previous night but had postponed it because of my visit,

He said that if he had to postpone once again, the Cuban people

would be wondering about the reason behind it and they would

come to wrong conclusions. The timing had been announced

repeatedly in the presg and radiot and therefor© he could not

postpone it further.

I stated that, since 1 was going back to New York on that

day, and since I would see the United States representative the

same night, I would propose to the United States to extend the

suspension period of the naval quarantine still further, and

perhaps h$ might succeed in persuading the United States to

comply with such a request. In the meantime* I requested the

Prime Minister not to issue any public statement which might



damage the prospects of a peaceful solution.

The Prime Minister assured me that he would not make any

public statement which might prejudice the latter's efforts

for a peaceful solution of the Cuban problem,

I then requested the Prim® Minister to keep strictly

confidential5 at least for some time, the substance of their

discussions at that meeting in the public interest.

The Prime Minister agreed and said that he .would not make

this Information available to anyone outside the group present

at the discussion. He asked me if I had any objection to using

the proceedings .of the previous meeting, as recorded by his side

in his projected radio speech the next night.

1 replied that I had no objection to it.

I then brought up the question of the immediate problem as

distinct from the long-term problem of Cuba., which was brought

sap at the first meeting, I explained to him that in the context;

of the Security Council discussion I had no mandate to discuss

long-term issues* and that I would prefer to confine the dis-

cussion to immediate issues only, I told the Prime Minister

that my understanding was that I should deal only with the

immediate issue in my recommendation to the Security Council,

If any Member of the Security Council or Cuba were to introduce

an item dealing with a permanent solution of the problems I

was afraid that the Security Council could not and would not



adopt any constructive resolution.

The Prime Minister said that the Cuban problem would not be

solved if the Security Council confined its attention only to

the immediate issues. The iuansdiate issues must be linked with

the Question of a permanent solution on the basis of the five

points he had outlined earlier. He was convinced that there

would be no lasting solution of the Cuban problem t̂ ithout

dealing with the five points. He assured me that he and the

Cuban people were honestly searching for a peaceful and lasting

solution of the problem, and that they could not accept any

other solution that would mean the statue quo and continued

existence of threats to peace. Any formula adopted by the

Security Council must guarantee the full sovereignty of Cuba*

Cuba has law and Justice on her side3 and from any point of

view, Cuba's position can stand any test.

1 then asked the Prime Minister if it would be agreeable

to the Cuban Government if I were to leave behind one or two

of iny.saides in Havana to continue to have a direct link between

the Government of Cuba and the Secretary-General. 1 assured

him that h&y intention to leave behind one or two of my aides

did in no way imply U.N. inspection of any activities in Cuba.

The Prime Minister said that such an agreement was impossible.

The Cuban people would conclude that the Secretary-General had

left behind some people with a view to inspection of installations

in Cuba as had been repeatedly broadcast from the United States

radio for the past three days. The acceptance of such an

arrangement would be interpreted by t:ie Cuban people as humiliating



on the part of Cuba. Therefore^ the Cuban Government would send

a mission to the U.H,,, led by the Foreign Minister for high-

level negotiations in Hew York. The Foreign Minister and his

colleagues in Mew York would be "better contacts with the

Secretary-General than his representatives in Havana, He said

that I should take back all with me to Hew York, to avoid any

misunderstanding on the part of the Cuban people.

1 told the Prime Minister that I would not insist on his proposal

and assured him that I.would take back with me all the people

I brought from Sew York.

2 fey-ought up the question of tha United States pilot

who was reported to be missing on Saturday. Purely on

humanitarian groundss I requested the Prime Minister to

return him to the United States if he were still alive.

The Prime Minister replied that he was not alive. He said

that if ha were alive he certainly would be sent back to the

United States, and if the United States desired, his body would

be sent back under the auspices of the Secretary-General. He

explained that the United States plane, a U-2 aircraft„ was

brought down by Cuban anti-aircraft guns, manned only by Cubans,

inside Cuban territory, and that the airman fell with the plane

and died instantly. He could not accept the legalisation of

foreign intrusion of Cuban airspace. This continued infringement

of Cuban airspace by the United States is one of the major
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problems confronting not only Cuba,, but the whole world, He

said that the United States should try to avoid such illegal

flights. The Cuban people could no longer tolerate such daily

provocations* The Cuban people would destroy any plane any

time which intruded into Cuban airspace.

1 observed that, from strictly legal considerations, these

overflights over the territory of a sovereign country could

be regarded as illegal. But I pointed to the fact that the

United States wanted to be assured that the promised dismantling

of missile launching pads was actually carried out or not„

The Prime Minister then referred to the illegality of the

naval blockade. He said that such an act on the part of the

United States was absolutely illegal.

I told the Prime Minister that it was with this consideration

in mind that I had requested in the Security Council that the

blockade should be suspended, and 11 assured the Prime Minister

that as soon as I got back to Hew York, I would request the

United States representatives to extend the period of suspension.

The Prime Minister told me that in the course of the last

three days he had made a tour of the Havana province twice, and on

both occasions he saw United States planes flying over the

province. He said that it was very difficult for his military

people to restrain themselves from firing at such planes, since

most of the military men in Cuba are young and passionate.



I then brought up the question of U.W. technical assistance

programme to operate in Cuba. I told the Prime Minister that

at an appropriate time I would like to bring up this question

with the Cuban Government.

'The Prim© Minister thanked me for this idea, and he said that

the Cuban Government would agree to have U.H.T.A. The Prime

Minister again stressed on the necessity of taking up the five

poisata in the Security Council. He mentioned that the Belgrade

Conference of September 1961 had already endorsed these five

points by implication, though not directly.

I thsn referred to the growing influence of the non-aligned

countries in the tJ.HF. and X mentioned the fact that most of these

non-aligned countries had played a very significant role in

easing international tensions, and I told the Prime Minister

that I had the privilege to be present at the Belgrade Conference,

and earlier in Afro-Asian Conference at Bandoeng, both in a

different capacity.

The Prima Minister told me that he was aware of this and he

said that he had very great respect both for the U.M. and the

Secretary-General, who was carrying out a difficult task with

positive aims for the achievement of peace * If the U.S. and

the Secret&ry-$eneral achieve positive results in the Cuban

problem, there would be a very strong and positive public opinion

regarding the tJ.35. which would be more effective in the future.



i agreed with this observation, and I asked the Prime Minister

if he wanted to raise any more questions,

The Prime Minister said that he had no further questions to

raise and that he was gratsful to the Secretary-General for his

personal efforts to bring about a peaceful solution^ and he

requested the Secretary-General to take back to the tJ.N- one

impression that the Cuban people were determined to protect their

national sovereignty and that they would not accept any humiliating

imposition from

I then re-iterated my previous request that the Prime

Minister's proposed broadcast talk on Thursday night should be

mild in tone and conciliatory in presentation. He reminded the

Prime Minister that the whole world would be focussing its

attention on that speech an<33 therefore, the utmost care should

be given in its presentation.

The Prime Minister assured him that it would ba the mildest

of all his speeches, tfcilted Press and Associated Press were

again talking of aggression,, and he said that the United States

would not give up their intention of launching another aggression

He said that high officials in Washington publicly declared ?

according to wire services* that they would invade Cuba again.

Therefore x he became more and more convinced that a solution

of the immediate issue alone would not end the problem., The

five points must be discussed in all respects for ensuring a

permanent peace. He concluded the discussion with the observa-

tion that the Pentagon was now more powerful than ever because

of the Cuban crisis.



the i?rime Minister asked the Secretary-General to pose

for photos and remarked that this photo would toe historic if the

Cuban problem was solved, and would mean nothing if there would

be no solution.
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Record of^meeting botwocn U Thant, Acting Soorotdry Gonoral of the United
Hationo, and President Dorticos, Premier Castro,/Havana, 30 October 1962.

Also present: Ambassador.Loutfi, Dr. Tavares de Sa,/General Rikhye

U Thanfe asked /whether the presence of General Rikhye .was acceptable,

and no objections were raised. U Thant thanked Premier Castro and his
•fc

Government for their invitation/and expressed his assurance that the con-

versations which would be held today and tomorrow would be most fruitful

and would be a great contribution to finding a solution to the current
VvvC,

problem. Premier Castro assured U Qfoonfe that he was ready to hold con-hv*. o~*t T£~*. °~~y
versations with iia» at the times and for the- length of time that U Thaat

would find necessary.
9 summarised the events that brought &iny hose , making special

mention that this was originally a request made by the h^ non-aligned nations

which were also present at the conferences of Bandoeng and Belgrade. Also

the appeals made to the three powers: Chairman Khrushchev to suspend the

shipments of arms to Cuba, President Kennedy to suspend the blockade of -̂

Cuba, and to Premier Castro to suspend the construction of missile

for the time necessary to negotiatejfor two or three weeks) There was a

second appeal to Chairman Khrushchev and President Kennedy to avoid direct
" - - -< Ji

confrontation as news vore-haord that Soviet ships were nearing the blockade
3- X t P,VĈ L«- C*4Ko ^ ^

line. That same day U Thtmt wrote .accepting the invitation to come to Cuba.

Since then there have been a number of communications between the powers
tiu ^

involved,/ substance of which is commonr; knowledge. The problem as seen by
v«*. •*> 4*0-4-

U Thant hap two parts; an immediate problem and a long-term one . The purpose

of the present negotiations was to oonoorn thomcolvos with the former.
bu-t/i-t- ^>-

Several factors &&e involved. Chairman Khrushchev had instructed his ships
^

to stay away from the blockade line, and President Kennedy ha<rf- replied

that they weirâ  prepared to avoid direct confrontation if no arms -ê e being

carried on these ships. The two powers/agreedon the following: for two
Ui u'u C. Jl, ~̂

to three weeks no arms wi3A be shipped to Cuba by the Soviet Union, and
*- Un«*tjL

the U.S.,for the same period,wiii. not impose its quarantine. However,
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the U.S. want£ to "be certain that there wil̂  "be no arms shipped into Cuba,

and wan1;£5 a U.N. machinery to be set up for this purpose for the two or
**• U-i-n~ , tfff̂ .t̂ .

three weeks in question. This was not acceptable to the Soviety, wfee yesterday
-tu*-f K

countered by saying /it would agree to verification by the Red Cross.

The Red Cross, on being consulted at Geneva over the phone, agreed to
-H~ •«- «

do this, either on^high sea or at̂ port of landing. But only if the Cuban
Ĵ rt̂ *̂ fc v̂ ^̂  *Ĵ rt̂ *̂ fc v

Government findB jthte latter solution agreeable.

TT Thnnt re -stated that fe» was not partial to one or the other solution,

but that iie wished to assure the Cuban Government that the Red Cross

solution accepted by the Soviet Union and the U.S. would only be practicable

if all due regard was given to the sovereignty of Cuba. This he hâ -stated
9" >i?*f""to the three powers concerned. Then U Hiant came to -fete first point and said a:

Yn<3 -̂

that it would help fe±« work to know the attitude of the Cuban Government

towards the idea of a Red Cross verification for a period of two to three

weeks. 3
was then aoougpd by Premier Castro that he would rather hear

all feie- poin̂  first and then reply to them one by one.

U-TUmrt then went on to say that the U.S. Government had expressed a

greater concern over the construction of launching pads rather than over

shipments of arms to Cuba. These launching pads, in fact, sss» their main

concern. As a* known from public statements, Chairman Khrushchev replied on
/V

Sunday that he had instructed Soviet technicians to dismantle all missiles

and ship them back to the Soviet Union. Chairman Khrushchev did not object

to the U.TJ. being asked to send an observation team to certify such dis-

mantling. U Thant stated that he had replied to the Soviet Union, that

before such a U.N. team could be sent, the most important point had to be

settled^ namely that the Cuban Government must give its prior consent. No

action could be taken that would infringe on the sovereignty of the Cuban

people and its Government. There -is one point of agreement between the
fcj*6 L*J'<*\..*

Soviet Union and the U.S., and that i* if the pads -amp dismantled, tensions
Mm i» ff J &. *• ^ j

wilfc be greatly eased. Through me, said •¥ Thant, the U.S. wants to reach
*• l-XJ-6

an interim arrangement to last while the dismantling 4e- underway. Moscow

was asked yesterday for an estimate of how long this wdl̂  take, but no

reply has. as yet been received. The U.S. wantp this interim arrangement

to be verified by the U.N., but as always subject to the Cuban Government's

acceptance. ̂
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A tO-OO

firot proposali it i* not possible to know exactly how long the

dismantling w-ill take. Perhaps one or two weeks or even more. If Cuba
K ^5 ^agree*, then U Thojrfa suggests a U.H. observer team made, up of persons

r- «»-*G>vn,a-G«l-«- tJ-iu*

acceptable to the Cuban Government. The second propO£al-ia that the dis-

mantling be verified by a U.W. aerial reconnaissance plane, manndfed by a
-#*_ feu&.*J-f<J2r~ c(- e,ô iÂ

crew of acceptable nationals. Perhaps even with /a representativê of the
{>-t<Ln-<A.

three powers involved, on Taete-rd. The U.S. Government hat*, stated that as
boA l̂ neruXJL

soon as such a plan i% implemented, it will make a public declaration, and/a

statement at the Security Council, if necessary, to the effect that they
>•> 0 ;
t-*jj-ra**not undertake aggression against Cuba and that they wiM guarantee

territorial integrity. Yesterday H- Tĥ nt asked the U.S. to lift the blockade

for the time he would need to appeal to Cuba and while fee was down

«& negotiations. This, as was made public tfeie- morning, was granted by the
k~— » A

U.S. for 45 hours. As Premier Castro knows and as had been said in the

Security Council, a blockade is a very unusual action except in times of

war. The 45 non-aligned countries share, this view and the U.A.R. and Ghana
^̂

said so in the Security Council.

The immediate problem today is the U.H. verification. The Security
»vfc *-

Council had not authorised^ to negotiate on long-term problems. These

must be taken up at a later date by the powers involved.

Premier Castro asked whether the O.G/ considered that the request of

dismantling the launching pads in .Cuba was based on right or on a position
V U«w *^y

of force. 3-ho S.-G. answered that to jhio view it was not based on right j'Cr"*

Castro said he saw no reason for this request as Cuba always acted in strict

conformity with international law and committed no aggression against any-

body, while it was victim first of a blockade, which is an illegal act,

and, secondly, of the pretense by a foreign power to determine what Cuba

had or, f had. not the right to do within its national borders, while Cuba was

a state as sovereign as any other with all attributes sovereignty implies.

On the other hand, the U.S.A. frequently violated international law - Cuban

airspace - and was instrumental in aggression against Cuba. To pretend to

justify this by an agreement with the O.A.S. had no value for Cuba, the

more so as Cuba had been expelled from the O.A.S. Premier Castro stressed
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that, while Cuba would accept anything within the limits of international

law, that would imply no maiming of its sovereign rights, it would not

accept any imposition by force. Inspection was intended to humiliate the

Cuban State and it would not accept it. This ferain of thougM was Cuba's

permanent position, included in the statement made by the Cuban Government

against the joint resolution of the U.S. Government. Premier Castro quoted

a page from tbig- statement mentioned to the effect that -fehow bought arms
l̂ uu 84. "*•

to defend their country and that they/never cedê C their sovereign rights

to a foreign country; ?he same view being expressed by President Dorticos

in the U.N. and in many public statements of Premier Castro. Cuba took

measures to defend its security against a systematic policy of hostility

and aggression and would firmly abide by its decision to defend its sovereign

right.

Premier Castro stressed that Cuba was ready to negotiate with sincerity,

provided its honour was safe, which would not be the case if negotiations
twft-iir>Oj«. ew Yfe

would tea Manns vitfe sovereign rights. To uphold its sovereign rights Cuba
°**"J

was ready to pay aejfprice, and these were no mere words.

» U-Tharrt expressed Mo full appreciation of the feelings of Premier Castro.

Ha. infliotojg. that that i-& why fee- made it se clear to the U.S. and other

countries that SEJtyxU.H. action on Cuban territory could only be undertaken

with gull consent of the people and the Government of Cuba. For this, and for
*- 'fLoJL

peace, which all the world wants, he/told the ̂ 5 non-aligned countries that

he could only agree to come to Cuba if.free1 of all/commitments. S6me press

reports of last night and tkjts morning eaid/ke was in Cuba to arrange for the

---. presence of •;.&-: U.W. team berg. This ia-entirely wrong, and would constitute
i 9" *t" C-**JraL.

an infringement of Cuban sovereignty. ̂ &. said feg- had come horfc to present the

point of view of the other sides on the problem and explore the possibilities

for finding a peaceful solution, and also the points of view of the k5
' *~ ur*-«-t

countries, all of which kn«w whose poaitioq(ic legal and vhooo /io not. But
*••

they have asked fei» to come here for the sake of world peace and perhaps to^ «w. c^^^ f>^^ ^ 3 -feJi /u-^u^ c^fc K-,
find a solution fo^one or two weeks. U Thant. ojeprossod/ that bis./ conscience

^ - A Aon this matter was^ clear. U.N. action has beea._ undertaken in territories of
OL. VnAwU>-CV iJoJt, b^-K C-awC. I H.T" "> I

thp-worl^ only a^the consent of the respective government/liacl. "boon amc'ui'ed.
•Ha then went on to quote the cases of Laos, Egypt and Lebanon, where situations
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/developed that greatly endangered world peace and where the U.W.̂ was

established only at the request of their. governments. In the case of Egypt,
A.

even now the U.K. is/there, but with the consent of its Government.

Premier Castro added the Congo to the list, while mentioning that the

Government that made the request existed no longer, to which U IHian-t replied
*U- "'N' -Hrthat the present Government which accepted this presence was recognised by i»*-

aL jŷ ŷ Û A. **-

mâ f states.

Premier Castro stressed that the Cuban Government had great esteem
v**- vyi. ,*X.tKtn-

for -̂Thaayfe personally and fe*« noble mission, and never doubted neither h±-
fi »V- »~}- £v**T«-̂  *>-

good faith sea? fete desire to find/equitable solutions. Yet, he pointed out

that, while the interest of everybody was to have peace, the road to it was
ft«-

not one of sacrificing/legitimate rights of/people and violating them; this
*•• n>. 4- w&anj-wu-o-̂ .**

way leads to war. The way to peace was the guarantee/of legitimate rights

and;.the"!resistance..'Ofjiefoples against such violations. He pointed out that

all the cases mentioned, Laos, UAR, Lebanon and Congo proceeded from the

same origin, to wit, aggression against legitimate rights ofipeoples. The

way that led to world war two was the Anschluss of Austria and the dis-

solution of Czechoslovakia from which German imperialism was not being

Cuba fully knows the ways of aggressors and guesses the ways the

U.S. wishes to follow against Cuba. Hence, it -eaanot understand how one might
"*.

speak of immediate solutions separately from future perspectives. Cuba's
pi a-i.e

interest was not to buy/ now peace at any price, but to have it secured for

ever, and not to pay daily for short-lived peace. Cuba was no Austria, nor

a Sudetenland, nor a Congo. It would defend its rights against any

ificulties and any dangers, and this the S.G. should firmly realise to succeed

in his mission or at least to be fully informed of the present state of things.

tJ Thant expressed full undoEctanding of the feelings and points of
S

view of Premier Castro. Yet, fee- wished to come back on the matter of im-

mediate and long-term solutions. The Security Council had only authorised

Mm to find the immediate solution that would give guarantees for peace in

this area. -Ha understa«4s that the immediate and long-term solutions are

closely linked together, but the latter should be sought in the context of
J J t~m-a

the present situation. Ife added that-fee was well aware that it î  very

difficult in practice to separate the two. •He expressed the belief that if

an immediate solution was found, it would lead to a permanent solution.
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As for what Premier Castro had said on Laos and the other countries,

U Tfaant said be agreed with Premier Castro, "but he wished to say also that

fe« 'felt- tkat the presence of the U.K. in those countries was/a deterrent

to aggression from outside, and urged him to consider the possibility that
at- Â r-â tr

the presence of the U.H. in Cuba for a period eve® three weeks would ef-

fectively deter aggression. U Thant hafc the feeling that for the present,

and for quite some time to come, one of the U.N.'s major roles in certain
uio-»Cet

countries will he to deter aggression.

President Dorticos joined in Premier Castro's praise of the -S-. G . ' s

noble mission, which is to seek the ways to guarantee peace in periods of .
it*. CÔ KO Tfĉ tr ui «•»••*•*.

crisis. He said, however, that the main point was to determine tehonco pro** "•t»v%.
<£$ ifo& aggression, whether from the presence of arms fqpm Cuba or from

aggressive intentions from the U.S. It seemed evident that the danger of

war was created "by intentions of aggression while the presence of arms in
Jftwtru*-**.

Cuba or elsewhere would not ŝ asrfe a war. Then why was inspection needed to

guarantee peace? For that purpose it would be enough if the U.S. pledged,

under U.K. auspices, not to attack Cuba. Thus, as Castro had said, the long-

term solution was utterly linked with the short-term solution of the crisis.

Premier Castro had- said that a U.N. presence in Cuba for inspection pur-

poses was not admissible, but anyway, th«frE~would only guarantee a two

weeks truce after which the danger would re -appear as long as the condition

of danger, namely the U.S. aggressive intentions against Cuba, would remain

unaltered. The statement of the five points made by Cuba on October 28 would

solve both short and long-term problems, and constitute a' basis for peace .
TwA, JU*-JL&

The discussion of these five points would not/'fea a long-term solution,but
K UTV-OL. 4̂ >ui»«.

the discussion of the present crisis at the same timê as tfee guarantee for

lasting peace . It would do away with the danger of war .

•¥-33aaaj& thanked the President and the Premier, and expressed his agree-

ment with the concept that the solution reached for short-term agreements
jrvTf, IK*- ptr̂ Jt Of- tr>̂ *»

must lead to negotiations for long-term agreements. But in torms/of the U.W.,
-

and I believe all 110 member states wrî  agree with me ̂  what ia sought is-

that the Security Council, through me, should "be able to provide the offices
t-J-u-u*-<- o-cJJh&uc. O-6 o-t —

that wail help agjivo a± a long-term solution. But now,, at this moment, the
•* CxnjJ-di CMJIM. em. o~ Cov*-crv*tt a-

U.TT. or the Security Council eesanot roaoh cniy po-DDiblo solution for tfe» long-
p-«-*̂ -. 7. ^̂ _ Ce~~̂ ±ffj~

termt It would be the best for the three powers and for/ world peace if a
" K

long-term solution 4|& found, but I believe, it ̂ difficult for the U.K. to

achieve this now.
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Premier Castro : it seems clear that if the short-term solution
*-

mentioned wilL not be obtained, it will "be simply becuase the U.S. dteee- <**•*•

not want it and insis€g on asking for inspection only to humiliate Cuba..
They ask*j~for a unilateral security; it should suffice that the U.S.S.R.

decided to withdraw strategic arms which haTO-been brought here for the

defence of the Cuban Republic. The Cuban Government hâ . raised no obstacles
Cno-4

to the withdrawal of those arms. The decision of the U.S.S.R. -î  one which

was stated publicly and had its wide repercussions in world public opinion.
*• iThe U.S. kn<|>w full well that the U.S.S.R. haft taken this decision in all

Uven-*-
earnestness and that strategic arms aa=g- effectively being withdrawn. If

»J- ujo-6 i« tj>~£~ Cn /P-OL-
the U.S. wantnjT something more, it i&rto humiliate our country but this

Urp-ueJ- *" C«Jr-v txruAX̂ ot" 1-s-fc.ofc. u**>v*. /î XtTOj-J.-

they ffia^L never achieve. Wo oonnô  accept impositionsigaaii for vanquished

countries alone. We never hesitated a minute in our decision to defend our

rights and nobody shall ever be able to impose humiliating conditions upon

us because before succeeding they would have to annihilate all of us first.
^ pt»4-&4,

¥ Bhaiat referred again to the U.S. /statement referring to tho public
•ft̂ t Vt 4̂ A. £*~x̂ ot O -ft̂ t- X- ur̂ *X

donlartdrinn tiViny have agreed to asteion -non-aggression and/ guarantee o£r ""R*

territorial integrity of Cuba once the missile. .bases ha^-been dismantled

and removed. In U Thant * q^ opinion there was no fundamental disagreement. rVs f

fee action of the U.H. would involve the infringement of the sovereignty

of a member state if consent were not granted previously. If in this case
1*'4 Ur-a-£>

Cuba docMD not agree, then his duty i*- to report back»auoh a aiOuaLloii tu
^^ ^unw>

thf? U S. Governman-t. It -i* not my intention to make impositions on Cuba.
*" if _ jt̂ /LiJt

My duty 4« to explore the ways and means of finding a peaceful solution
CrvJLtt-

vn'thoxit moJcing oonoroto propocals. I ea» only keep in mind what ha.4. been
n -&- 3" S

said, /return and report to all concerned. If-ffikast said that tee thought the
^ i ' '

meeting had been aoot useful, and if̂ Castro agreed, he hope^L to meet again
- -,

with him. In the meantime, he w4U think of cvorything .that hactboon paid
^ k

by the President and the Prime Minister.

Premier Castro: I should like to sum up the situation. We have,

referring to inspection of the Soviet vessels by the International Red

Cross, pointed out that we were opposed to their inspection in our ports.

But if the U.S.S.R. is permitting the international Red Cross to inspect
L*3*

its vessels on high seas, what point -i« there to have them inspected once
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more by the same international Red Cross upon arrival in Cuban ports?

My other point is this: the S.G. seems to focus his attention and ours on

the public pledge to be made by the U.S. at the U.U. not to invade Cuba.

To this I should answer the following: first, the U.S. has no right to

invade Cuba. To do so would be a crime. How is one supposed to start

negotiations on the basis of a promise not to commit a crime? We cer-

tainly would have more confidence in our will to defend ourselves than in

words uttered by the U.S.

But if, as I understand it from the S.G., the U.K. attaches such a

high importance to a public statement made by the U.S. not to invade Cuba,

why does it not attach equal importance to a public statement made by the

U.S.S.R. to withdraw strategic arms sent to us for Cuban defence? We

have before us two public statements, two pledges, why is it that the pledge

of the U.S. does not call for additional guarantees while the identical pledge

from the U.S.S.R. should call for additional guarantees for inspection?

Allow me to add that we are ready to meet you whenever you wish. Your

time will be our time.

y Tho,i>t- answered to clarify the first point, saying that when the

U.S.S.R. stated that it was prepared to agree to Red Cross inspection on

the high seas, the O.G«> informed the Red Cross of this, and they answered
-

that they would do so but that the affirmativ^was only tentative. The Red
J-JĴ C.1'1*

Cross has a Governing Body which must meet and pass gn this matter. What

the Red Cross did say 4» that verification would be easier for them at
,&*• <*• t~JtT»XZ*.

the port of landing •£»£ the Soviet vessels. It was an alternative suggestion
4-lX.aX- 3

and not a oumulojjive- one. -U Uhant concluded by stating that he was very glad
to have had this meeting. ~~G^ 9 *~-\y&* ~*~i- °—**** v^ sUr-ca. t-* -̂

-A c[Ml?k "ongtiltatl^n 'brough't about- +h? *?a+-+-^"g of a tftrtcijtlvr h"tir
<vT <x~—*- .—a.——— J
5? 10 am next morning ̂ or-the next-

OV̂ J Co-fi-fĉ -OĴ M̂  . -J-»-l, Q.
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President Dorticos,aa* Premier Castro of Cuba/ Havana, Rvv, .R«r
10.00 am., 31 October 1962.

9
U' Thont referred to Chairman Khrushchev's assuran

Sunday to President Kennedy regarding the dismantling

installations and missiles from Cuba and his assuranc

* Q TT "W -T nc-non+.-i rm +.OQTM ~\~.r\ TroT«"i -Pir 4-Vi*aco or»-f--? Trn +.n *a o ••TT

and withdrawal of

e that he would invite
S-

fTlVi^in4- «^,W>,3 -(-V& OM-imf.

Uvw

Minister if he had any reaction on Chairman Khrushchev's proposal.

The Prime Minister replied that Chairman Khrushchev could not
f̂ ojf*, a*-.â -0i~j. iL*nUio-Gi>w,

legitimately eoamijfc such a guarantee /on Cuban territory. The Prime

Minister said that such an assurance could "be given only by the Cuban
V~i-

Government and by nobody else . He told thm D . <3>. that he had already

conveyed this position to the Government of the Soviet Union.

¥ Thant stressed ea the need to strengthen the U.3ST. and observed

that the present situation should be a test-case for strengthening the

world organisation which is the best means of ensuring peace. While &s

did not wish to enter into a dialogue regarding the Soviet and Cuban

positionr on the admission of inspection teams on Cuban soil, ̂ T Than1>' J

appealed to the Prime Minister to reconsider his position not only

for the sake of the U.H., but also for the sake of future Ru&cian-
<*v 4- Sc«^-M-_ UnJUbUA SfSXii n^t-Xin-o

Cuban relations, /which M^_ extremely important for the peace of the

areav

Prime Minister informed TT Tl̂ .n̂  that he had already included his

observations on Cuban sovereignty and the/competence of any outside•te*c*- K

power to commit any inspection measures in Cuba,in his broadcast speech
*~ V Vrv«_

proposed to be delivered on Thursday night. He informed #• tBhanS that

in his speech he proposed to tell the Soviet Union that if the latter

intended to go ahead with Chairman Khrushchev's proposal to invite

U.K. inspection teams in Cuba, he would counter with a proposal that

the U.U. inspection teams should operate outside Cuban territorial

waters.
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U Thanfr told the Prime Minister that such counter proposals would

not aaily serve any useful purpose but/aSse- create new and difficult

problems, and requested him not to include this idea in the proposed

broadcast speech.

The Prime Minister agreed that he would withdraw this portion of

his speech from the prepared text.

U Thant thanked him for this kind gesture and brought up the matter

of a next Security Council meeting, and -fe*-asked the Prime Minister if

he^had any idea about the timing of the next Security Council meeting
J C U t̂ Mf̂ tey' yŷ y 1^

when feê had to submit Ts&& report on the result of ki* mediating efforts.

The Prime Minister suggested that Wednesday the 7th of November would

be suitablê  (ĵ JtUi St̂
IT Tfaant jokingly agreed since the Amerioajfi elections would take

place on 6 November, and the P.M. laughed.

<g Thont requested the P.M. to see that the latter 's broadcast speech

on Thursday night should be conciliatory in tone, and that in his humble

opinion the P.M. should not deal with very contentious problems. H Tliant 3

told him that in such a moment of crisis the human factor is most im-

portant and the public statements of leaders of men should be free of

violent diatribes and biting attacks. -So. apologised to the P.M. for

having ventured such a suggestion. TJ ThaHt even wondered if the P.M.

could not postpone the projected broadcast speech until such time as the

situation progressed satisfactorily.

The P.M. replied that originally he was to broadcast the previous
*~fr —

night but had postponed it because of U Thont'c visit. He said that if

he had to postpone once again, the Cuban people would be wondering about

the reason behind it and they would come to wrong conclusions. The

timing had been announced repeatedly in the press and radio, and there-

fore he could not postpone it further.
J-

U Than! stated that, since he was going back to Hew York on that

day and since he would see the U.S. representative! the same night, he

would propose to the U.S. to extend the suspension period of the naval

still further, and perhaps he might succeed in persuading

the U.S. to comply with such a request. In the meantime -ff-Steae* requested

the P.M. not to issue any public statement which might damage the pros-

pects Of 6UC 06 CD « O>- ft * a lia-f't-'*-
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The P.M. assured U Thant that lie would not make any public statement

which might prejudice the latter 's efforts for a peaceful solution of

the Cuban problem. t

U Shant then requested the P.M. to keep strictly confide ntial^the

substance of their discussions at that meeting in the public interest.

The P.M. agreed and said that he would not make this information

available to anyone outside the group present at the discussion. He
vw*. 5

asked the OiCK if fee had any objection to using the proceedings of the
J O4 fUt. Co «• «* cA ir~i <&« tub- )

previous meeting «in his projected radio speech the nejst night.

J U Thant replied that fee. had no objection to it.

J U-Tfacart then brought up the question of the immediate problem as dis-

tinct if r'om the long-term problem of Cuba, which was brought up at the

first meeting. IT Thnmt explained to him that in the context of the

Security Council discussion he had no mandate to discuss long-term

issues, and that he would prefer to confine the discussion to immediate
L̂ "Vv̂ W

issues only. ff- Thant told the P.M. that febsunder standing was that fee- J

should deal only with the immediate issue in his recommendation to the

Security Council. If any Member of the Security Council or Cuba were to

introduce an item dealing with a permanent solution of the problem,
3 C*vXJL wot o~-« L

U Thant was afraid that the Security Council,would not adopt any con-

structive resolution.

The P.M. said that the Cuban problem would not be solved if the

Security Council confined its attention only to the immediate issues.

The immediate issues must be linked with the question of a permanent

solution on the basis of the five points he had outlined earlier. He

was convinced that there would be no lasting solution of the Cuban
>rw«.

problem without dealing with the five points. He assured U Thant that he

and the Cuban people were honestly searching for a peaceful and lasting

solution of the problem, and that they could not accept any other

solution that would mean the status quo and continued existence of threats

to peace. Any formula adopted by the Security Council must guarantee the

full sovereignty of Cuba. Cuba has law and justice on her side, and from

any point of view Cuba's position can stand any testi.



Q
•̂  ¥ Thant then asked the P.M. if it would be agreeable to the Cuban

Government if ins- were to leave behind one or two of his aides in Havana

to continue to have a direct link between the Government of Cuba and

the Secretary-General. S- Thant assured him that his intention to leave

behind one or two of his aides did in no way imply U.N. inspection of

any activities in Cuba.

The P.M. said that such an agreement was impossible. The Cuban people

would conclude that the S.G. had left behind some people with a view to

inspection of installations in Cuba as had been repeatedly broadcast

from the U.S. radio for the past three days. The acceptance of such an

arrangement would be interpreted by the Cuban people as humiliating on

the part of Cuba. Therefore, the Cuban Government would send a mission to

the U.N.,led by the Foreign Minister for high-level negotiations in

New York. The Foreign Minister and his colleagues in New York would be

better contacts with the S.G. than his representatives in Havana. ̂ ~ <***••*• *•**"

«/ U Thant told the P.M. that fee would not insist on fe3Tproposal and

assured him that Jĵ - would take back with M» all the people •&& brought

from New York. . "*•*

Then U- Tluab brought up the question of the U.S. pilot who was re-

ported to be missing on Saturday. Purely on humanitarian grounds fee 9

requested the P.M. to return him to the U.S. if he were still alive.

The P.M. replied that he was not alive. He said that if he were alive

he would certainly be sent back to the U.S., and if the U.S. desired, his

body would be sent back under the auspices of the S.G. He explained that

the U.S. plane, a U-2 aircraft, was brought down by Cuban anti-aircraft

guns, mannedlby Cubans, inside Cuban territory, and that the airman fell with
*"

the plane and died instantly. He could not accept & legalisation of foreign

intrusion of Cuban airspace. This continued infringement of Cuban airspace

by the U.S. is one of the major problems confronting not only Cuba, but

the whole world. He said that the U.S. should try to avoid such illegal

flights. The Cuban people could no longer tolerate such daily provocations.
U>Vvl^.

The Cuban people w±î  destroy any plane any time which intruded into Cuban

airspace .
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•U [Chant observed that, from ••. strictly legal considerations these

overflights over the territory of a. sovereign country woulft be regarded
\JJL*-<LeJ- . 5 **

as TaadooiaTOible. But fee- pointed to the fact that the U.S. wanted to be

assured that the promised dismantling of missile launching pads was

actually carried out or not.

The P.M. then referred to the illegality of wsnrya- the naval blockade.

He said that such an act on the part of the U.S. was absolutely illegal.

told the P.M. that it was with this consideration in mind

that he had requested in the Security Council that the blockade should

be suspended, and he assured the P.M. that as soon as he got back to

Hew York he would request the U.S. representatives to extend the period

of suspension.
Vn_t-

The P.M. told -U ffhaiat that in the course of the last three days he

had made a tour of the Havana province twice, and on both occasions he

saw U.S. planes flying over the province. He said that it was very dif-

ficult for his military people to restrain themselves from firing at

such planes, since most of the military men in Cuba are young and passionate

Jd-%3ssasL then brought up the question of U.IT, technical assistance pro-
9

gramme to operate in Cuba. Se- told the P.M. that at an appropriate time he

would like to bring up this question with %the Cuban Government.
>v>4, t«Lbo-

The P.M. thanked U 1ba.iit. for this propoool and he said that the

Cuban Government would agree to have U.N.T.A. The P.M. again stressed

on the necessity of taking up the five points in the Security Council.

He mentioned that the Belgrade Conference of September 1961 had already

endorsed these five point Sithough not directly.

U Thont. then referred to the growing influence of the non-aligned
3-

countries in the U.N. and *ts mentioned the fact that most of these non-
i JT. 'm.m

aligned countries had played a very significant rnirt Ifrth In Tfcmr!r"aris
j 3 ^

and in Belgrada, and fee- told the P.M. that -be- had the privilege to be
•tt*. &c£-«/i'ML«. C-*̂ oĵ .««_ , O...U. -ĉ .» t«.'i«. i,, AVo- fli-i«̂  C"-̂ >->X**M. oJt B«~«.ei«*— -±. ,

present at /both theme nonforonooa in a different capacity.

The P.M. told ¥• Thant that he was aware of this and he said that
U>04

he had very great respect both for the U.N. and the S.G. who ̂ & carrying

out a difficult task with positive aims for the achievement of peace. If

the U.H. and the S.G. achieve positive results in the Cuban problem,

there will, be a very strong/.public opinion regarding the U.N. which will
K.

be more effective in the future.
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U Thant agreed with this observation., and .ba. asked the P.M. if he

wanted to raise any more questions.

The P.M. said that he had no further questions to raise and that

he was grateful to the S.G. for his personal efforts to Taring about tae

peaceful solution, and he requested the S.G. to take back to the U.N.
l*r-tn*x,

one impression that the Cuban people GIGA determined to protect their
v̂

national sovereignty and that they would not accept any humiliating

imposition from outside.
9 iV Thant then re-iterated his previous request that the P.M̂ s proposed

broadcast talk on Thursday night should be mild in tone and conciliatory

in presentation. He reminded the P.M. that the whole world would be

focussing its attention on that speech and, therefore, the utmost care

should be given in its presentation.

The P.M. assured him that it would be the mildest of all his speeches.
ffŜ Ô Ltfâ t. rtvt«*»

United Press and AsÊ  were again talking of aggression and he said that

the U.S. would not give up their intention of launching another aggression.

He said that high officials in Washington publicly declared, according to

wire services, that they would invade Cuba again. Therefore, he became

more and more convinced that a solution of the immediate issue alone

would not end the problem. The five points must be discussed in all res-

pects for ensuring a permanent peace. He concluded the discussion with
Ur&4

the observation that the Pentagon ia now more powerful than ever because

of the Cuban crisis.

Then the P.M. asked the S.G. to pose for photos and remarked that
U>OO

this photo would be historic if the Cuban problem 4r& solved and would mean

nothing if there would be no solution.



SECRET

Summary of my meeting with President Dorticos., Premier Castro

of Cuba and Foreign Minister Roa in 10:00 A.M.,, October 31, 1962

I referred to Chairman Chrushchev's assurance on Sunday to

President Kennedy regarding the dismantling and withdrawal of

installations and missiles from Cuba and his assurance that he

would invite a U.N. inspection team to verify these activities.

I asked the Prime Minister if he had any reaction on Chairman

Khrushchev's proposal.

The Prime Minister replied that Chairman Khrushchev could not

legitimately make such a guarantee regarding installations on

Cuban territory. The Prime Minister said that such an assurance

could be given only by the Cuban Government and by nobody else.

He told me that he had already conveyed this position to the

Government of the Soviet Union.

I stressed the need to strengthen the U.N. and observed

that the present situation should be a test-case for strengthening

the world organization which is the best means of ensuring peace.

While I did not wish to enter into a dialogue regarding the Soviet

and Cuban positions on the admission of inspection teams on Cuban

soil., I appealed to the Prime Minister to reconsider his position

not only for the sake of the U.N.^ but also for the sake of future

Soviet-Cuban relations and Soviet-United States relations., which

are extremely important for the peace of the area.



The Prime Minister informed me that he had already included

his observations on Cuban sovereignty and the lack of competence

of any outside power to take any inspection measures in Cuba,, in

his broadcast speech proposed to be delivered on Thursday night.

He informed me that in his speech he proposed to tell the Soviet

Union that if the latter intended to go ahead with Chairman

Khrushchev's proposal to invite U.N. inspection teams in Cuba,,

he would counter with a proposal that the U.N. inspection teams

should operate outside Cuban territorial waters.

I told the Prime Minister that such counter proposals would

not serve any useful purpose, but would even create new and

difficult problems, and requested him not to include this idea in

the proposed broadcast speech.

The Prime Minister agreed that he would withdraw this portion

of his speech from the prepared text.

I thanked him for this kind gesture and brought up the matter

of a next Security Council meeting^ and I asked the Prime Minister

if he had any idea about the timing of the next Security Council

meeting when he (U Thant) had to submit his report on the result

of his mediating efforts.

The Prime Minister suggested that Wednesday the 7th of

November would be suitable.

I jokingly agreed since the United States elections would

take place on November 6, and the Prime Minister laughed.
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I requested the Prime Minister to see that the latter's

"broadcast speech on Thursday night should be conciliatory in

tone, and that in my humble opinion., the Prime Minister should

not deal with very contentious problems. I also told him that

In such a moment of crisis, the human factor is most important

and the public statements of leaders of men should be free of

violent diatribes and biting attacks. I apologised to the

Prime Minister for having ventured such a suggestion. I even

wondered if the Prime Minister could not postpone the projected

broadcast speech until such time as the situation progressed

satisfactorily.

The Prime Minister replied that originally he was to broad-

cast the previous night but had postponed it because of my visit

He said that If he had to postpone once again, the Cuban people

would be wondering about the reason behind it and they would

come to wrong conclusions. The timing had been announced

repeatedly in the press and radio, and therefore he could not

postpone it further.

I stated that, since I was going back to New York on that

day, and since I would see the United States representative the

same night, I would propose to the United States to extend the

suspension period of the naval quarantine still further, and

perhaps I might succeed In persuading the United States to

comply with such a request. In the meantime, I requested the

Prime Minister not to issue any public statement which might



damage the prospects of a peaceful solution.

The Prime Minister assured me that he would not make any

public statement which might prejudice the latter's efforts

for a peaceful solution of the Cuban problem.

I then requested the Prime Minister to keep strictly

confidential, at least for some time., the substance of their

discussions at that meeting in the public interest.

The Prime Minister agreed and said that he would not make

this information available to anyone outside the group present

at the discussion. He asked me if I had any objection to using

the proceedings of the previous meeting, as recorded by his side,

in his projected radio speech the next night.

I replied that I had no objection to it.

I then brought up the question of the immediate problem as

distinct from the long-term problem of Cuba, which was brought

up at the first meeting. I explained to him that in the context

of the Security Council discussion I had no mandate to discuss

long-term issues, and that I would prefer to confine the dis-

cussion to immediate issues only. I told the Prime Minister

that my understanding was that I should deal only with the

immediate issue in my recommendation to the Security Council.

If any Member of the Security Council or Cuba were to introduce

an item dealing with a permanent solution of the problem, I

was afraid that the Security Council could not and would not
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adopt any constructive resolution.

The Prime Minister said that the Cuban problem would not be

solved if the Security Council confined its attention only to

the immediate issues. The immediate issues must be linked with

the question of a permanent solution on the basis of the five

points he had outlined earlier. He was convinced that there

would be no lasting solution of the Cuban problem without

dealing with the five points. He assured me that he and the

Cuban people were honestly searching for a peaceful and lasting

solution of the problem, and that they could not accept any

other solution that would mean the status quo and continued

existence of threats to peace. Any formula adopted by the

Security Council must guarantee the full sovereignty of Cuba.

Cuba has law and justice on her side, and from any point of

view, Cuba's position can stand any test.

I then asked the Prime Minister if it would be agreeable

to the Cuban Government if I were to leave behind one or two

of mycaides in Havana to continue to have a direct link between

the Government of Cuba and the Secretary-General. I assured

him that -.my intention to leave behind one or two of my aides

did in no way imply U.N. inspection of any activities in Cuba.

The Prime Minister said that such an agreement was impossible.

The Cuban people would conclude that the Secretary-General had

left behind some people with a view to inspection of installations

in Cuba as had been repeatedly broadcast from the United States

radio for the past three days. The acceptance of such an

arrangement would be interpreted by the Cuban people as humiliating



on the part of Cuba. Therefore, the Cuban Government would send

a mission to the U.N., led by the Foreign Minister for high-

level negotiations in New York. The Foreign Minister and his

colleagues in New York would be better contacts with the

Secretary-General than his representatives in Havana. He said

that I should take back all with me to New York,, to avoid any

misunderstanding on the part of the Cuban people.

I told the Prime Minister that I would not insist on his proposal

and assured him that I would take back with me all the people

I brought from New York.

I brought up the question of the United States pilot

who was reported to be missing on Saturday. Purely on

humanitarian grounds, I requested the Prime Minister to

return him to the United States if he were still alive.

The Prime Minister replied that he was not alive. He said

that if he were alive he certainly would be sent back to the

United States, and if the United States desired, his body would

be sent back under the auspices of the Secretary-General. He

explained that the United States plane, a U-2 aircraft, was

brought down by Cuban anti-aircraft guns, manned only by Cubans,

inside Cuban territory, and that the airman fell with the plane

and died instantly. He could not accept the legalisation of

foreign intrusion of Cuban airspace. This continued infringement

of Cuban airspace by the United States is one of the major



problems confronting not only Cuba, "but the whole world. He

said that the United States should try to avoid such illegal

flights. The Cuban people could no longer tolerate such daily

provocations. The Cuban people would destroy any plane any

time which intruded into Cuban airspace.

I observed that,, from strictly legal considerations,, these

overflights over the territory of a sovereign country could

be regarded as illegal. But I pointed to the fact that the

United States wanted to be assured that the promised dismantling

of missile launching pads was actually carried out or not.

The Prime Minister then referred to the illegality of the

naval blockade. He said that such an act on the part of the

United States was absolutely illegal.

I told the Prime Minister that it was with this consideration

in mind that I had requested in the Security Council that the

blockade should be suspended, and . I assured the Prime Minister

that as soon as I got back to New York,, I would request the

United States representatives to extend the period of suspension.

The Prime Minister told me that in the course of the last

three days he had made a tour of the Havana province twice, and on

both occasions he saw United States planes flying over the

province. He said that it was very difficult for his military

people to restrain themselves from firing at such planes, since

most of the military men in Cuba are young and passionate.



I then brought up the question of U.N. technical assistance

programme to operate in Cuba. I told the Prime Minister that

at an appropriate time I would like to bring up this question

with the Cuban Government.

The Prime Minister thanked me for this idea,, and he said that

the Cuban Government would agree to have U.N.T.A. The Prime

Minister again stressed on the necessity of taking up the five

points in the Security Council. He mentioned that the Belgrade

Conference of September 1961 had already endorsed these five

points by implication, though not directly.

I then referred to the growing influence of the non-aligned

countries in the U.N. and I mentioned the fact that most of these

non-aligned countries had played a very significant role in

easing international tensions, and I told the Prime Minister

that I had the privilege to be present at the Belgrade Conference,

and earlier in Afro-Asian Conference at Bandoeng, both in a

different capacity.

The Prime Minister told me that he was aware of this and he

said that he had very great respect both for the U.N. and the

Secretary-General, who was carrying out a difficult task with

positive aims for the achievement of peace. If the U.N. and

the Secretary-General achieve positive results in the Cuban

problem, there would be a very strong and positive public opinion

regarding the U.N. which would be more effective in the future.



I agreed with this observation., and I asked the Prime Minister

if he wanted to raise any more questions.

The Prime Minister said that he had no further questions to

raise and that he was grateful to the Secretary-General for his

personal efforts to "bring about a peaceful solution,, and he

requested the Secretary-General to take back to the U.N. one

impression that the Cuban people were determined to protect their

national sovereignty and that they would not accept any humiliating

imposition from outside.

I then re-iterated my previous request that the Prime

Minister's proposed broadcast talk on Thursday night should be

mild in tone and conciliatory in presentation. He reminded the

Prime Minister that the whole world would be focussing its

attention on that speech and,, therefore^ the utmost care should

be given in its presentation.

The Prime Minister assured him that it would be the mildest

of all his speeches. United Press and Associated Press were

again talking of aggression, and he said that the United States

would not give up their intention of launching another aggression.

He said that high officials in Washington publicly declared,

according to wire services,, that they would invade Cuba again.

Therefore, he became more and more convinced that a solution

of the immediate issue alone would not end the problem.- The

five points must be discussed in all respects for ensuring a

permanent peace. He concluded the discussion with the observa-

tion that the Pentagon was now more powerful than ever because

of the Cuban crisis.



Then the Prime Minister asked the Secretary-General to pose

for photos and remarked that this photo would be historic if the

Cuban problem was solved, and would mean nothing if there would

be no solution.


